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THIS WEEK...
- We look at the
Top 5 Classic
games
- We take a look
at Gen Z
Language! Lol!

In Melbourne

				
				
				

Fame
Fame is a theatre production following 1980’s Fame movie and
television series. Fame tells the story of a group of students at a
performing arts school in New York. The film inspired many
worldwide and 2010’s production is hoping to do the same. The show will be running every Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday and Sunday until the 13th of June so be sure to buy your tickets. For more
details and ticket prices visit www.fame.com.au
					

The National Art Gallery of Victoria

-  Catch up with 					
Make some free time this weekend to visit the
					
National Art Gallery of Victoria in Federation
the latest Football,
Square.
There
are
heaps
of
wonderful
art
pieces
for
the whole family to enjoy. The NGV is a great
Scores.
- See the
Greatest Movies
of all time!
- Read about
some wierd
sports!
- Just got an
iPhone? Check
out our Top 5
Game Apps!
- See some upcoming events @
The Lakes!
AND MORE!

family day out and features paintings that will fascinate the whole family! On now until the 4th July
you can go see Rupert Bunny: Artist In Paris, one of the finest collections. Entry Into the gallery is
free but this exhibition costs extra, for prices go to www. ngv.vic.gov.au then click the orange box
on the home page that says Exhibitions at: The Ian Potter Centre NGV Australia.  It’s open daily from
10am-5pm, and it is closed on Mondays.
			

Eureka Sky Deck
     The Eureka Sky Deck allows you to view Melbourne from over 300
			
metres above the ground, letting you view Melbourne the most beauti			
ful angle possible with the full protection of thick glass walls. Or even
     better, you can have ‘The Edge’ experience, where you are suspended
			
in a glass box, 3 metres out from the building.You can even have a photo taken of you to keep as a souvenir! Eureka Sky Deck is located right in the heart of Melbourne in
South Bank. For prices and more information visit www.eurekaskydeck.com.au !
By Lea,Taylah and Jade.

10 Random Facts
-

In the average lifetime, a person will walk the equivalent of 5 times around the 		
equator.
The sound of E.T. walking was made by someone squishing her hands in jelly.
Elephants are the only mammals that can’t jump.
The human heart creates enough pressure to squirt blood 30 feet (9 m).
There are twice as many kangaroos in Australia as there are people. The kangaroo
population is estimated at about 40 million.
Stressed is Desserts spelled backwards.
The average person makes about 1,140 telephone calls each year.
A lion’s roar can be heard from five miles away.
The average person spends about 2 years on the phone in a lifetime.
The roar that we hear when we place a seashell next to our ear is not the ocean,
but rather the sound of blood surging through the veins in the ear. Any cup-shaped
object placed over the ear produces the same effect.

By Bianca Ritchie & Kelly Hemsley
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Football
MELB 66
WB 70

BL 100
FRE 113

ESS 106
PORT 109

GEEL 126
SYD 59

WCE 102
HAW 94

ADEL 104
RICH 54

COLL 157
NMFC 91

STK
CARL

Stats Top 3

SPORT

Disposals
Gary Ablett 216
Dane Swan 206
Paul Chapman 202

By Matt Tabain

Fixture Round 8
FRE v COLL
WB v SYD
MELB v WCE
BL v GEEL
NMFC v ADEL
RICH v HAW
PORT v CARL
STK v ESS

Marks
Sam Gilbert 60
Jonathan Brown 55
Brian Blake 55

Weird Sports
			
			

Injuries
Andrew McLeod and Graham Johncock
are both in doubt for the clubs next
match against North Melbourne at the
Etihad Stadium next weekend. Johncock
landed heavily on his shoulder and was
being helped off the ground midway in the
last quarter. McLeod sustained a AC joint
injury in the 50 point win.

Goals
Matthew Pavlich 27
Jonathan Brown 25
Brendan Fevola 24

By Matt Tabain

Bog Snorkelling

Bog Snorkelling is an event that consists a number of competi
tors completing two consecutive lengths of 50m water filled
			
trench cut through a peat bog, in the shortest time possible.
Competitors must wear snorkels and flippers, and complete
			
the course without using conventional swimming strokes,
relying on flipper power alone. Wet suits are not compulsory,
but are usually warn. Bog Snorkelling was started in 1976 in Wales, United Kingdom.
Rules:
•
•
•
•
•

You must wear snorkels, Goggles and flippers at all time.
Wet suits are not compulsory but you may still wear them.
You must travel 50 m.
Competitors must complete the course with conventional swimming strokes.
Shortest time out of all contestants wins.

   Elephant Polo

    Elephant Polo is a form of polo
						
played while riding on elephants.
						
This is played in Nepal, Sri Lanka,
						
Rajasthan (India) and Thailand.
Equipment consists of a standard polo ball and six to nine foot cane (similar to bamboo)
sticks with a polo mallet head on the end, Although Elephant polo was first played in
India at the beginning of the twentieth century, the modern game originated in Meghauli.
Elephant polo in Nepal and Thailand is played under the auspices of the world Elephant
Polo Association.
Rules:
•
Two people ride each elephant.
•
The elephants are steered by mahouts.
•
The pitch is three quarters of the length of a standard polo pitch.
•
The game consists of 10 minute quarters.
•
All players that are not taking the hit must be 15 metres away.
•
There are no restrictions of size in elephant or age.
•
Team consists of 4 elephants.
•
If a player falls off his elephant the game will be stopped.
•
Drivers must wear head gear in form of the polo tradition.
•
Hooking your opponents stick counts as a personal foul.
•
There must be a goal judge at each goal.
•
There is one senior umpire.

Barclay’s Premier League

By Dimos Micheloudakis

Round Report:
Well, what a season we’ve have this year. The Barclays Premier League has
come to an end with Chelsea taking home the title. Runners up Man Utd
miss out by only one point. Chelsea had a magnificent win to end the season with an 8-0 win over Wigan
Portsmouth has finished the season at the bottom of the ladder with only
19 points. This would’ve to be the most embarrassing team in the E.P.L
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Leading Goal Scores
1.
Didier Drogba 26
2.
Wayne Rooney 26
3.
Darren Bent 24
4.
Carlos Tevez 22
5.
Frank Lampard 21

Congratulations to Chelsea for taking out the title. Hopefully this continue
into next season and seasons to come.

Rugby League

By Alex Nasteski

Melbourne fullback Billy Slater is free to play in Saturday’s NRL clash with Canberra after entering an early
guilty plea to a dangerous contact charge.
The Test fullback received a grade one charge for an awkward feet-first tackle that led to a penalty try in
Sunday’s 36-14 loss to Brisbane at AAMI Park.
Slater was attempting to stop Broncos winger Jharal Yow Yeh scoring in the corner and was placed on report.

The Melbourne Storm’s heart has stopped pumping and that could spell embarrassment for the rest of the
NRL season, says the man who picked up the pieces after the Bulldogs’ salary cap scandal, Steve Mortimer.
The Storm’s crushing 36-14 loss to Brisbane at what was meant to be a celebration of the opening of their
new Stadium, AAMI Park, on Sunday caused coach Craig Bellamy to declare his side’s points-less season
wasn’t all over.
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Funny Teacher Facts By Tyler Patrick & Aleisha Perrotta
Piero: Meeting the monkeys on tour, singing on stage on live TV and losing
voice, running across a football field not realising he had no shorts on.

Jackie: Double jointed in all fingers, has eaten 14 weetbixs, favourite animal
is a dog (golden retriever)
Eggie: Has two passports, can speak six different languages, five different
contrasts.
Chris (twin): Can crack back and neck, had a beard for two years, fell off a
push bike and broke a leg.

PROFILES

		

Heath

		
NAME: Heath Pritchard
		
GENERATION: X
		
NATIONALITY: Australian
		
HOBBY: cricket, Australian Rules football, golf
If you were stranded on an Island and you can only take 33 things, what
would they be?
I would take a boat so I can get home so I won’t be stranded anymore.
If you were an animal what animal would you be?
A tiger because they are good when cornered.
If you could be president of one country, which country would it be and
why?
Australia, best country in the world mate.
What is your favourite thing to do outside of school?
Play cricket and play trains with my two sons.
If you could change one thing about you what would you change?
My red hair because I’m a Ranga.
What is the weirdest thing about you?
I travel an hour to an hour and a half to get to school.

		

Jessica

		
NAME: Jessica Nedanoski
		
GENERATION: 25/2/1997
		
NATIONALITY: Macedonian
		
HOBBY: Dancing
If you were stranded on an Island and you can only take 33 things, what
would they be?
I would take an iPod so I can listen to music, food and water so I can stay alive.
If you were an animal what animal would you be?
An Elephant because their awesome.
If you could be president of one country, which country would it be and
why?
Macedonia because I come from there.
What is your favourite thing to do outside of school?
Dancing.
If you could change one thing about you what would you change?
I would change my height because I’m small.
What is the weirdest thing about you?
I’m flexible.
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Student Interviews
What do you like and
dislike about The Lakes?
Emma Sutton - Year 8
I love hanging out with my friends,
like music and some subjects,
English is ok and I don’t like homework.  
(WHO DOES LOL)

Interview with Piero
If you could be any animal
what would it be? And why?
I would be a cheetah because their
fast and have a lot of pride, their territorial, swift and
an elegant animal to watch. They are good at catching
their prey and have wonderful spots.

If you could have a special power what would it
Kristen Cvkovska - Year 7
be?
I like to see my friends at school, love that the It would be the power to make everyone laugh and be
classrooms are open learning areas, loves
happy.
drama and P.E the most.
If you could have anything in the world what
Zayne Wight - Year 9
would it be?
Likes people in year 9 and year 8, likes some I would have an island where music, drama and dance
teachers, likes P.E doesn’t like intergraded ,
were taught and students would be creative, indedance and homework.
pendent and have the opportunities to shine and be
accepted.

Generation Z - English Language

We have become the generation where we are basically addicted to all things technology and the easiest way to
write is the short way. Words have been made up, while some have just been taken from the word. Some people
write on msn so much that they start writing the slang in school instead of the normal words. What are your
favourite words to use? Some words that we use include:
LOL - laugh out loud
BRB - be right back
BBL - be back later
ROFL - Rolling on the floor laughing
LMAO - laughing my a** off
G2G - got to go
TTYL - talk to you later
ILY - i love you
A&F - always and forever
L8R - later
GR8 - great
U - you
SOZ - sorry
AFK - away from keyboard
KK - okay
NM - nothing much
BTW - by the way
Heyy, hru?
WB - welcome back
WBU - what about you
HRU - how Are you
OMG - oh my god
PPL - people
By Hayley Conron & Jamye Clarence
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ENTERTAINMENT

Greatest Movies of All Time

Music Charts
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

By Liam Philp

by Zachary Bowen

JUST SAY SO by Brian McFadden
HEY, SOUL SISTER by Train
ALEJANDRO by Lady Gaga
I LIKE THAT by Richard Vision & Static Revenger
WHATAYA WANT FROM ME by Adam Lambert
IN MY HEAD by Jason Derulo
I MADE IT (CASH MONEY HEROES) by Kevin Rudolf
NOTHIN’ ON YOU by B.o.B
KICK-ASS (WE ARE YOUNG) by Mika
BABY by Justin Bieber

Top 5 Classic Games By Nicholas Darling-Filby & Paul Licata
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Only appearing on arcade consoles in June 1978, space invaders was the best video game of its time
taking the title of the most popular arcade video game of all time. With its simple design and controls
we now know why this game is the favourite around the world and beloved by all.You are not a classi
fied as a gamer until you play this game.
9/10
We all grew up with this game as it was a classic puzzle game originally released in May 1989 and was
granted the title of top 100 games of all time. With a wild array of colours and shapes for the game all
you had to do is make a line with no games to make the said line to disappear to get points. If you
reach the top of the screen it is game over. 					
8.5/10

			
An all-time favourite of everyone’s. Famous for his theme song, levels and his downright cuteness
			
Pac-man was possibly the most popular video gaming character. Bigger than Mario. Released way back
			
in 1980 the game was so popular that they started putting it on Pc for everyone to play at home.
												
9.5/10

			
			
			
			
			

made in 1972 it was the earliest video game of its time and it only consisted of a black and white
screen, two lines for the bats and one little dot for the ball. Worldly popular and also a classic it was
a basic game with basic rules. Simply hit the ball to the other side and so it was off the screen to get a
point. This game was also able to be played with two people on each side.
7/10

			
			

Developed 1981, the character called Jumpman (Mario) has to rescue his girlfriend (Pauline) from his
pet ape (Donkey Kong). The graphics were a very simple and the game was the same level but it as a
hugely enjoyable arcade game. It was also released on the Game and Watch, Commodore 64, Commo
dore VIC-20, Atari 7800, Apple II and lots of other platforms. The aim of the game was to rescue Jump
man’s girlfriend by scaling a multistorey building, riding up and down elevators or a multi storey con
struction site (depending on the version).					
8.5/10

PONG

Top 5 iTunes AppsBy Nicholas Darling-Filby
A great game for Big Bang Theory Fans. Play the classic RPSLS game on your iPhone!

An Interactive game where you can ‘beat up’ a Rabbid from the video game Rayman: Raving Rabbids!

A great app for phsysists.You can burn, shoot, and play with fire, water, colouring and other stuff that can interact
with each other excatly like they do in the real world!
A great magic game for all Harry Potter fans.You can play with other using magic!

A classic shooting game for everyone! Like Space Invaders!
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Latest Hot Hits

ALBUMS
MGMT

Newest
Albums
MGMT
have
released a new album “Congratulations” after the main singer
Andrew
Vanwyngarden
asks himself if he would ever know if the album
MGMT
would
be a great
success
but he sticks toafter
his the
gutmain
and singer
makes
the second
MGMT ever
have released
a new
album “Congratulations”
Andrew
Vanalbum
which
more
a instrumental
and
saidever
he be
would
like
to
wyngarden
askshad
himself
if heofwould
ever know if feeling
the album
would
a great
success
but more
he sticks
to his
and makes
the second
albumAlso
whichhehad
more
of ahe
instrumental
get
into
thegutspiritual
things
than love.
says
that
wants to
feeling his
andmusic
said hemore
would funky
like to get
intowith
the spiritual
things than
Also heideas.
says
make
andmore
stylish
more effects
andlove.
creative
that he wants to make his music more funky and stylish with more effects and creative
MGMT
has tried making their songs more relaxing and have more meaning
ideas. MGMT has tried making their songs more relaxing and have more meaning to things
to
things
they play about.
they
play about.
The John
Butler
Trio Trio
The
John
Butler

The John Butler Trio’s new album “One Way Road” has made a massive hit on the charts

The
John Butler Trio’s new album “One Way Road” has made a massive hit
killing the top 10 for 3 weeks straight. The band has gone for a summer rock that has a
on
therhythm
charts
the Butler
top 10
forhas3 tried
weeks
straight.
band and
hasits
gone
for
good
to killing
it. The john
Trio
going
for the The
60’s theme
sounds
agreat.
summer rock that has a good rhythm to it. The John Butler Trio has tried
going for the 60’s theme and its sounds great.

MUSIC
PUZZLEMANIA

Powderfinger
The band Powderfinger has released the dates in Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide,
Powderfinger
Perth and Cairns for their farewell Sunsets tour. The tickets were sold in all the cities in
The
band
released
the for
dates
in Brisbane,
Sydney,
minutes.
ThePowderfinger
Brisbane bands has
had been
together
20 years
and after they
split Melthe fans
were shocked.
They had
made
their
print in
world’s
music and
might tour.
have changed
bourne,
Adelaide,
Perth
and
Cairns
forthetheir
farewell
Sunsets
The
some people’s
tickets
were lives.
sold in all the cities in minutes. The Brisbane bands had been

together for 20 years and after they split the fans were shocked. They had
made
theirSIngles
print in the world’s music and might have changed some people’s
Newest
lives.
Ke$ha
Ke$ha has released her new single from her debut album, “Animal “also known as every
bad girl’s sleepover soundtrack-”Your Love Is My Drug” Also she has released 2 songs
SINGLES
“Blah Blah Blah” and “Tik Tok” they have made a massive hit in the charts and will get bigKe$ha
ger.

Ke$ha has released her new single from her debut album, “Animal “also
Usher as every bad girl’s sleepover soundtrack-”Your Love Is My Drug”
known
Usher has released his new album “OMG” featuring Will.I.Am. The song has killed the
Also
she has released 2 songs “Blah Blah Blah” and “Tik Tok” they have
charts making it to the top 10 in less then a week. Usher’s R&B has hit the clubs in a differmade
a massive
hit in the
charts
ent sense
and the people
are loving
it. and will get bigger.

Usher

Usher has released his new album “OMG” featuring Will.I.Am. The song has
killed the charts making it to the top 10 in less then a week. Usher’s R&B
has hit the clubs in a different sense and the people love it.

PUZZLES
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Spot The Difference
ANSWERS

Joke Of The Week
Q: What’s white and kills when it
falls out of a tree?
A: A Fridge!

Crossword
Across
3.
5.
7.
8.
11.
12.
13.
15.
17.

A maths operation.
Giving Hope.
Coming back.
The finding of some thing.
An elevated surface.
One of a kind
Not real.
A body of water.
To expand.

Down
1.
2.
4.
6.
9.
10.
14.
16.

Learning.
The number of occurrences
in a minute.
Support a person or team.
Something you right on.
Can not be done.
Looking for things.
Straight away.
Gradual change over time.
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Get Ready for....

THE FILM FESTIVAL
Coming Soon....

Lakes News

We would like to congratulate Rae , on her
beautiful baby girl her name is Madelyn Claire
Gittos. She was 52 cm long and was born on
the 18th march 2010.

CONGRATULATIONS!!!!!!!

